
Make a statement in any retail environment with AFP quality veneered 
products. For more than 25 years, AFP has supplied the store fixture 
industry with superior veneered products that reflect exceptional industry 
leading standards. Our world-class expertise allows us to produce veneered 
products that complement and complete some of the world’s most exclusive 
and luxurious retail environments. In fact, AFP’s quality craftsmanship is on 
display in some of the world’s most celebrated department stores, including 
Tiffany & Co., Bloomingdales and Neiman Marcus. 

But that’s just the beginning.

AFP understands the intricacies and complexities of the contract business 
and its demanding quality standards and schedule requirements. And that 
means our consistent high quality and lead-time reliability are second to 
none. From sophisticated boutiques to global discount chains, our custom 
and durable veneered products are ideal for display panels, tables, wood 
feature walls, and are available in designs that complement a variety of 
retail spaces.
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Retail Elements
AFP veneered products can enhance a wide range of store fixtures to create compelling yet highly 
functional retail environments. 

Profile Wrapping
AFP’s veneer profile wrapping expertise provides a beautiful cost-effective solution for coordinating 
trim, mouldings and millwork to match a retail environment. . 

Custom Solutions
AFP can help in the development, interpretation and fulfillment of design specifications. Our 
custom finish department offers custom sizing, staining and finishing of all veneers. 

Quality Veneer
AFP wood veneered products deliver superior durability while maintaining the richness and 
authenticity of genuine wood. Our superior veneer process reflects meticulous expertise and 
craftsmanship in slicing, assembling and matching materials. 
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